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AbstractEnglish movie is one of the media for teaching learning process that can makethe students interested to the lesson and also evoke their imagination. Thestudents have idea to explore in their mind and they will be able to convey itin speaking English. This study aimed at explaining the implementation ofusing English movies to enhance speaking skills. The subject of thisclassroom action research was tenth-grade SMAN 1 Galis Pamekasan Madura.The data collection techniques were observation, interview, pre-test andpost-test. The research findings showed that English movie was suitable to beused in speaking teaching-learning process. Based on the results of thisstudy, it is recommended that English movies should be used as media toenhance the students’s speaking skills.
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INTRODUCTIONEnglish is a foreign language that is used throughout the world and it is taughtin every country English. For mastering English language, students are advised tomaster four skills that are listening, speaking, reading, and writing.  According toAkhyak & Indrawan (2013:19) Indonesian students who are learning Englishexpected to have competence in communication fluently and accurately based on thesocial context.In order to communicate better, speaking skill is considered to be oneof the most important skills. According to Fachrurrazy (2012:79), Speaking is anactive and productive skill. The target of speaking skill is an ability to express ideasfreely and spontaneously.
When the researchers administered an oral test to the students, theresearchers found that the students in SMAN I Galis, XI-IPA 2 class, have a lowspeaking capability.Their avarage score was 72.76. This score does not comply with
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the minimum criteria of the English teaching-learning process in this school. Thereare some factors which caused these conditions such as they had difficulties whenspeaking inside or outside class, for the example they foud difficulties to get the idea,besides they were confused to use good grammatical sentences. They often usedpresent tense for the expression of past activities. Therefore, they had weakmotivation that had madethem less active in the teaching-learning process. Theywere also less confident in practicing the English language in front of the class. Thatthing happened because they did not practice with their friends. Nunan (1999: 157)indicated one of the indicators of successful speaking class is when students can talka lot in an English speaking class. Based on this preliminiary research the researchersidentifiedthat the students felt speaking skill was difficult. Some of the students werenot confident, uncomfortable, and they were afraid of making mistake when theyspoke in English. Besides they had limited vocabulary, poor pronunciation andgrammatical knowledge. Therefore, they could not communicate fluently andaccurately. It can be identified that the students of SMAN 1 Galis Pamekasanwere stillpoor in speaking skills and their scores were under the KKM or MinimumCompleteness Criteria. The KKM for the tenth grade in SMAN 1 Galis Pamekasan is 76and most of the students’s score were below that criteria.To overcome the above problems, the researchers tried to find learningmedia that can make them interested and able to speak English fluently andaccurately. The researchers assume that one of the media which make the studentsinterested and competence in speaking skill is “English Movies”.In terms of theadvantages of media, Asyar (2011) believes that besides teachers’ creativity,instructional considerations is also one of the determining factors. The used ofEnglish movies as a media in teaching-learning process in speaking skill is expectedto evoke the students’s imagination so theyhave idea to deliver when they speak inEnglish. Brown (2004: 180) says  one of the most common techniques for producingoral production is through visual images, photographs, diagrams and graphs.Based on the problems mentioned above, the researchers were interested toconduct a research entitled “Using English Movie to Enhance Students’s Interest inSpeaking Skill atSMAN 1 Galis Pamekasan “
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGYThis research used classroom action research propossed by Kemmis andTaggart (1988) that consists of four steps namely: planning, acting, observing andreflecting in each cycle.
ParticipantsThe participants in this research were the students in X IPA 1, X IPA 2 and XIPA 3 SMAN 1 GALIS PAMEKASAN. The researchers also focused on two aspects inscoring, which are the student academic achievement (scoring on the ability speakingskill) and the academic atmosphere (Class situation).
Data Collection

Instrument of Collecting DataThe Instruments in this research were questionaire, observation checklist andspeaking rubric assessment. The researcher administered questionnaire to measurethe students’s interest and used observation checklist to measure the students’sattitude toward teaching and learning processes and speaking rubric was used tomeasure the students’s speaking skill.
Techniques for Collecting DataTo collect the data, the researchers observed the teaching learning process inthe classroom. There were two types of data to be collected, i.e. numeric and verbaldata (Latief: 2011). Data of numbers were obtained from students ' speaking skillsthrough the test, while the verbal data were gained from the students ' interestthrough questionnaire andobservation checklists to know the classroom atmosphere.

Data AnalysisData that had been obtained during the observation phase were collected andanalyzed based on the data type. The data of numbers related to students ' speakingtest, while the verbal data related to students’ attitudes or interests.When the resultsof the analysis showed that success criteria had been reached, the researchers
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reported the results of the research in the form of scientific articles. However, whenthe success criteria couldn’t be reached, the researcher did revision and continued tothe next cycle until the success criteria of the class action could be achieved.
RESEARCH RESULTSIn this chapter the researchers focus on the result of the research:
Pre-Test ResultThe researcher interviewed the English teacher, administered questionnaire andalso conducted speaking tests. Based on the interview we can conclude that the Xgrade students of IPA SMAN 1 Galis Pamekasan felt that speaking material is difficult.This is due to the fact that they had limited vocabulary, low ability in theirpronunciation and grammar so they were not confident when practicing speaking infront of the class. Besides, the results of the questionnaire and interview were alsosupported by the scores of students 'speaking abilities in which thestudents'speaking scores were still low and below the KKM (Minimum Completeness Criteria).The minimum criteria for speaking for students of class X IPA SMAN I GalisPamekasan is ≥ 76 and most of the students’ scores were below KKM (<76).Tabel 1

Results of the previous speaking test (pre-research data) of Class X IPA ITotalStudents ScoreunderKKM/<76
Scorebased onKKM /76 ScoreaboveKKM /76 Successpercentage Averagescore Passingscore

30 18 7 5 40% 62,66 76Tabel 2
Results of the previous speaking test (pre-research data) of Class X IPA 2TotalStudents ScoreunderKKM /<76 Scorebased onKKM /76 ScoreaboveKKM /76 Successpercentage Averagescore Passingscore29 18 7 4 38% 65,93 76Table 3
Results of the previous speaking test (pre-research data) of Class X IPA 3TotalStudents ScoreunderKKM/<76

Scorebased onKKM /76 ScoreaboveKKM /76 Successpercentage Averagescore Passingscore
32 19 8 5 41% 68,87 76
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From the results of the research above, it can be concluded that most of thestudents in class X IPA I Galis Pamekasan had problems in speaking skills. One way toovercome this problem, researchers used English Movies.There are several stages inclassroom action research, namely, Planning phase, Implementation, Observation andReflection phase.The following is an explanation of the cycles of this classroom action research:
1st cycle resultIn this part, the researcher discussed the process of the study during the firstcycle through the planning phase, implementation phase, observation phase, andreflection phase:
Planning PhaseThe researcher designed a lesson plan (RPP) that included Standardscompetence, basic competencies, indicators, learning objectives, materials, teachingmethods, teaching and learning activities, resources, media and assessment. Besides,the researcher provided observations checklist and assessment rubrics to collect thedata. In this research, the researchers were assisted by peers acting as observers toprovide an evaluation of teaching and learning activities used observation checklist.Implementation phaseAt this phase, the researchers implemented a lesson plan that had beenprepared previously. The first implementation of learning, the researcher explainedthe importance of speaking material, explained the criteria for speaking, theresearcher also implemented a movie, then asked them to retell the contents of themovie about moral values in front of the class.
Observation PhaseIn this phase, the observer and researchers worked together to observeteaching and learning activities in class.Based on the results of checklist observationcheck in class X IPA I, researcher and observer determined 26 students (87%)noticed to the teaching-learning activities in the class, 21 students (70%) respondedto the teacher's instructions, 22 students (73%) actively participated in group work,
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21 students (70%) actively gave questions and answers, 30 students (100%) took thespeaking test in class.Based on the results of checklist observation check in class X IPA 2, researcherand observer determined 24 students (83%) noticed in Teaching-learning activitiesin the class, 18 students (62%) responded to the teacher's instructions, 23 students(79%) actively participated in group work, 13 students (45%) actively gavequestions and answers, 29 students (100%) took the speaking test in class.Based on the results of checklist observation check in class X IPA 3,researchers and observer determined 30 students (94%) noticed in Teaching-learning activities in the class, 20 students (63%) responded to the teacher'sinstructions, 23 students (72%) actively participated in group work, 15 students(47%) actively gave questions and answers, 30 students (100%) took the speakingtest in class.Based on all observations above, it can be concluded that each teaching-learninglearning process considered ineffective because the students' responses aboutquestions and answers were very low so it must have been continued to the 2ndcycle.This is also supported by the score of speaking ability and the results of studentquestionnaires, the following are the students’s speaking score in the 1st cycleTable 4.Results of the speaking test in cycle 1, class X IPA 1TotalStudents ScoreunderKKM/<76
Scorebased onKKM /76 ScoreaboveKKM /76 Successpercentage Averagescore Passingscore

30 13 2 15 57% 76,4 76
Table 5.The following are the results of the speaking test in cycle 1, class X IPA 2TotalStudents ScoreunderKKM/<76

Scorebased onKKM /76 ScoreaboveKKM /76 Successpercentage Averagescore Passingscore
29 13 5 11 55% 72,96 76
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Table 6Results of the speaking test in cycle 1, class X IPA 3TotalStudents ScoreunderKKM/<76
Scorebsed onKKM /76 ScoreaboveKKM /76 Successpercentage Averagescore Passingscore

32 12 7 13 63% 74,5 76
Reflection PhaseThe researcher and observer reflected or evaluated the learning of speakingin class by comparing pretest and 1st cycle activities from the results of interviews,questionnaires, and speaking values of students X IPA 1, X IPA 2, and X IPA 3. In pre-research it  can be concluded that they had limited vocabulary, poor pronunciationand grammar, so they were not confident to practice speaking in front of the class. Onthat basis, the researchers and observers worked together to overcome the problemof students' speaking abilities and class atmosphere by using a technique and variousstrategies for using English Movies in the first cycle.In the first cycle, the students’s speaking score had increased compared tothose in pre-research stage, it is also supported by the results of the students’squestionnaires in the 1st cycle.However, many of them got speaking scores that havenot reached the KKM target (≥76). Therefore, the results of research in the first cycleneed to be continued to the next cycle.
2nd Cycle ResultIn this part, the researcher discussed the results of the study during the firstcycle through the planning phase, implementation phase, observation phase, andreflection phase:
Planning PhaseThe researcher designed a lesson plan (RPP) that included Standardscompetence, Basic competencies, indicators, learning objectives, materials,teaching methods, teaching and learning activities, resources, media andassessment. Besides, the researcher provided checklist observations and assessmentrubrics to collect the data. In this research, the researcher was assisted by peers
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acting as observers to provide an evaluation of teaching and learning activities in XIPA 1, X IPA 2, X IPA 3 used observation checklist.
Implementation phaseIn the second implementation of learning, the researcher gave different moviefrom than those of being used before. We asked the students to write a newvocabulary, drilled in pronunciation using drilling technique, asked the students towrite about the contents and moral value in that movie. After that we asked thestudent to discuss the content and moral value in that movie. Finally, we asksed themto retell the contents of the movie about moral values in front of the class.
Observation PhaseIn this phase, the captain of this research became the teacher while the otherresearcher as an observer. We worked together to observe teaching and learningactivities. Based on the results of checklist observation check in class X IPA I,researcher and observer determined 28 students (93%) noticed in Teaching-learningactivities in the class, 23 students (77%) responded to the teacher's instructions, 25students (83%) actively participated in group work, 24 students (80%) actively gavequestions and answers, and 30 students (100%) took thespeaking test in class.Based on the results of checklist observation check in class X IPA 2, researcherand observer determined 27 students (93%) noticed in Teaching-learning activitiesin the class, 22 students (76%) responded to the teacher’s instructions, 23 students(79%) actively participated in group work, 21 students (72%) actively gavequestions and answers, 29 students (100%) took the speaking test in class.Based on the results of checklist observation check in class X IPA 3, researcherand observer determined 30 students (94%) noticed in Teaching-learning activitiesin the class, 26 students (81%) responded to the teacher's instructions, 25 students(78%) actively participated in group work, 23 students (72%) actively gavequestions and answers, 32 students (100%) took the speaking test in class. While, theresult of questionaires showed that the students’s interest increased than thosehappened in the first cycle.
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The students's speaking scores at the second cycle are illustrated in thefollowing table: Table 1Results of the speaking test in the 2nd cycle, class X IPA 1TotalStudents ScoreunderKKM/<76
ScoreKKM /76 ScoreaboveKKM /76 Successpercentage Averagescore Passingscore

30 6 2 22 80% 83,73 76
Table 2Results of the speaking test in the 2nd cycle, class X IPA 2TotalStudents ScoreunderKKM/<76

ScoreKKM /76 ScoreaboveKKM /76 Successpercentage Averagescore Passingscore
29 6 6 17 79% 78,75 76

Table 3Results of the speaking test in the 2nd cycle, class X IPA 3TotalStudents ScoreunderKKM/<76
Scorebased onKKM /76 ScoreaboveKKM /76 Successpercentage Averagescore Passingscore

32 5 9 18 84% 78.87 76
DISCUSSIONSBrown ( 2004:180) stated the most common techniques for producing oralproduction are through visual images, photographs, diagrams and graphs. Themastery of speaking skills is a must for learners as they are demanded to understandand comprehend. Speaking skill is believed to help the students acquire the languagethey are learning and then associate it with other skill. In the previous study ofArdiyanto (2014) entitled “The Use of Picture Series to Improve Students’ SpeakingPerformance” only discussed about students’ speaking score and students’ interest
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while in this study the researchers also implemented about moral values in themovie. According to Syakur (1987: 5), speaking is a complex skill because at least it isconcerned with components of pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary and fluency.Based on the research finding it can be concluded that the implementation ofEnglish Movie to Enhance Students’s Interest in Speaking Skill at SMAN 1 GalisPamekasan was well enough. The researcher and observer reflected or evaluatedspeaking learning in class X IPA 1, X IPA 2, X IPA 3 SMA Negeri I Galis Pamekasan bycomparing test activities, observations and questionnaires in 1st and 2nd cycles.Karakas and Saricoban (2012:4) claim that many language teachers are against theuse in audiovisual materials because it might distract the students’ attention,especially the lowerlevel learners and create a sense of laziness on the students.From the results of speaking tests, observation results and the questionnaire itcan be concluded that their vocabulary were still limited, their pronunciation andgrammar were also not good, they were not confident to practice their speaking infront of the class so learning activities in speaking class were less effective in theprevious study and in the first cycle, then  the researcher and observer workedtogether to overcome the problems of speaking ability and class atmosphere byslightly changing the strategy of using English Movies in speaking class. By slightlychanging strategy, the students could respond positively to the teaching and learningprocess, students also motivated during teaching-learning process, this can be provenby the existence of assessment instruments in the form of speaking assessmentrubrics, checklist observations, and from the results of the questionnaire which canbe stated that classroom action research on this second cycle has met the criteria forsuccess.
CONCLUSIONBased on the results of the study it can be concluded that the use of EnglishMovies can improve the speaking ability of students of Class X IPA SMAN I GalisPamekasan, this can be proven that the criteria for success in classroom actionresearch have been achieved both from the achievement of KKM standards and theclass atmosphere in the form of student learning motivation and motivationincreased in the second cycle.
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Besides, researchers have also produced speaking learning strategies throughthe English Movie such as:1. Selecting English Movie selection. Researchers were looking for good movies to beused in teaching material for speaking.2. Comprehending the movie content. Researchers and students tried to understandthe contents of the story in the movie.3. Recognizing the new vocabulary. Researchers and students must have been notedabout new vocabulary in the contents of the movie.4. Retelling the contents of the movie briefly. The researcher asked the students tospeak in front of the class based on the movie's content.5. Conveying the moral message. Students were asked to convey the moral messagecontained in the movie. Then the researcher or teacher explained the meaning ofthe moral message contained in the movie.So, the speaking ability of students in X IPA class SMAN 1 Galis Pamekasan isgrowing and increasing starting from the first cycle to the second cycle, therefore theuse of movie the researcher could also create a product of learning speakingstrategies in class X IPA SMAN 1 Galis Pamekasan.
SUGGESTIONBased on the results of the study, the researchers suggest the teachers and theresearchers who have the same class problems such as passive classes with lowstudent speaking achievementto use learning media namely English Movie toimprove students' speaking abilities in class. Also, the teachers should attendworkshops to improve their English learning strategies creatively. Meanwhile, for theschool,  it is suggested to provide facilities that can support in the learning process.
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